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Abstract
Here we present a Structured Review (SR) on the relationships of iron with Huntington’s Disease.
Including relationship predictions made by different edge prediction models, the results of the inclusion
of the Gene Ontology structure on relationship predictions and experimental data representation within
the SR.
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Motivation

Structured Reviews (SRs) organize and semantically represent the current knowledge around a
research hypothesis in a structured manner, enabling semantic querying and data mining [1].

In this work we present the application of a SR to explore the relationship of iron with
Huntington’s Disease (HD). HD (OMIM:143100) is a heritable rare neurodegenerative disease
caused by an elongated CAG repeat within the huntingtin (HTT, HGNC:4851) gene. The exact
mechanisms that lead to disease pathogenesis remain unclear, however one of the current
hypotheses implicates the accumulation of iron in HD brain. Abnormal accumulation of iron in
the brain has been associated with several other neurodegenerative diseases. Therefore, current
therapies often include iron chelators to combat iron build up.

Our SR is a knowledge graph that includes information surrounding the iron hypothesis in
HD. We constructed a HD knowledge graph that integrates genes, anatomy, genotypes, variants,
physiology and disorders as concepts and their relationships such as “role of” (𝑅𝑂_0000081)
and “in homology relationship with” (𝑅𝑂_𝐻𝑂𝑀0000001). Every instance of concepts and
relationships within the SR is annotated with references, similar to a normal review article.
These concepts and relationships integrated in the SR are extracted from two curated sources.
First, the Monarch Initiative knowledge base is queried for the retrieval of relevant gene and
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phenotype information. Second, the TFtargets library is used to obtain transcription regulatory
information. In addition to the curated databases, the SR integrates gene expression information
from a HD RNA-seq experiment (GSE64810) to include genes that are specifically altered in
HD. Finally, we include a set of concepts and relationships of interest pre-selected by domain
experts.

We want to place emphasis on the fact that a SR has utility at multiple points of the research
cycle: First it can be constructed at the start of the research cycle to describe and explore a
specific hypothesis. Second, it can be used during research as a reference for interdisciplinary
collaboration. Finally it can be used as a tool to contextualize experimental results at the end of
the cycle. In order to encourage the use of the SR throughout the cycle it is hosted on a Wikibase
server, where Wikipedia style pages represent node information in the KG. This allows users to
review, edit and update the graph with knowledge involving the hypothesis.

To aid the use of computational analysis, including hypothesis generation, and knowledge
exploration we load the SR into a NEO4J instance. We use the Graph Data Science Library
(GDSL) to apply relationship prediction algorithms that provide insight on missing information
in the SR and potential research hypotheses. In addition to the relationship predictions, we
improve the semantic richness of the SR by using NEOsemantics to integrate OWL Ontologies.

Ontologies are used both as independent nodes and as descriptors of concepts and relation-
ships within the SR. These ontologies provide consensus definitions for users, such as data
scientists, unfamiliar with the underlying biological concepts. These definitions, combined
with the concept-relationship structure of the SR, allow for sharing of contextual information
surrounding a hypothesis across disciplinary fields. This is especially important in highly
interdisciplinary activities such as disease research.

Here, we will present our ongoing results on the HD iron SR. This will include three parts:
First, relationship predictions between disease related genes and iron related concepts made
by topology based edge prediction models. Second, the Gene Ontology based improvement of
the SR. Third, the graph based representation of the RNA-seq experimental results and their
relationship to Iron.
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